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Trajectory prediction is central to separation assurance, because it is necessary to accurately predict where an aircraft will be in the future to avoid losses of separation. In any
system in the field there will always be uncertainty associated with trajectory prediction.
This uncertainty is a product of many different sources including wind prediction errors,
pilot intent, surveillance errors, navigation errors and aircraft weight. The purpose of this
study is to parametrically analyze the effects of aircraft speed errors on conflict detection
and to analyze the performance of a conflict resolution algorithm when these speed errors
are present. Results show that a speed error of ±10% of the cruise speed can result in
about 30% of the conflicts not being detected ten minutes before the loss of separation. It
can also result in 50% more resolutions being performed to maintain separation.

I.

Introduction

rediction of the future state and trajectory of an aircraft is central to many concepts being proposed to
P
improve the efficiency and safety of the air transportation system. Accurate trajectory prediction plays
an especially important role in automated concepts for separation assurance because it allows for reliable
prediction of future losses of separation and for generation of safe resolution trajectories. Unfortunately, there
will always be errors in any predicted trajectory since the model used to generate this prediction is only an
approximation of the aircraft and the environment through which it is flying (Figure 1). Independent causes
of the error of any trajectory prediction include, among many other things, a lack of accurate knowledge of
the winds aloft, only partial information about how a pilot will execute any given maneuver, errors in the
surveillance of the aircraft position and velocity, and inaccurate information about the weight of the aircraft.
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Figure 1. A schematic showing how a predicted trajectory might vary from an actual flown trajectory.

Since there is no way to predict the future state of an aircraft with zero error, automation tools designed
to perform safety-critical functions will often sacrifice some airspace throughput in order to maintain a high
level of safety. Separation assurance systems are no exception to this in that they often use limited look-ahead
times, additional spatial buffers, and probabilistic analyses to account for trajectory prediction uncertainty.
These added buffers and limited look-ahead times come with a commensurate reduction in airspace capacity
and throughput.1
In the past there have been studies of the accuracy of specific trajectory predictors as compared to flight
data2, 3 as well as the effects of this accuracy on the performance of some decision support tools.4, 5 These
are, in general, point design studies conducted to evaluate how a specific design performs under specific types
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and levels of uncertainty. There have also been analytical analyses of the effects of uncertainty,6 but these
make assumptions about the types of conflicts encountered.
The purpose of this study is to perform a more general, parametric evaluation of the performance of a
separation assurance algorithm under a wide range of values of a single type of trajectory prediction error.
This study was conducted using a realistic mix of aircraft conflicts derived from the routes flown by aircraft
in today’s system. This broad study allowed for a parametric assessment of the trade-offs required between
safety and efficiency for specific levels of uncertainty. The converse question can be answered as well: what
is the maximum trajectory prediction error for a desired performance level?

II.

Simulation Environment

For this study, the Airspace Concept Evaluation System (ACES)7 was used to simulate the National
Airspace system (NAS). The separation assurance algorithm evaluated in this simulation environment was
the Advanced Airspace Concept (AAC)8 Autoresolver.9
A.

ACES

ACES is a non-real time, gate-to-gate simulation of the NAS that creates four-degree-of-freedom trajectories
of aircraft based on the aircraft performance models from the Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) from departure
fix to arrival fix. The routes and departure times for the aircraft in the simulation are derived from the
actual routes flown on a specific day in the NAS.
In the base implementation of ACES the future predictions of all aircraft states have zero error as compared to the trajectory that the simulated aircraft flies because both the trajectory predictor and the simulated aircraft use the same equations of motion and environmental data. Section III discusses modifications
made to the trajectory prediction capability of ACES for this study.
B.

AAC Autoresolver

The Advanced Airspace Concept is a concept for automating separation assurance in the future including
multiple layers of separation assurance for increased reliablilty. One component of AAC is a strategic
problem-solving tool known as the Autoresolver which is responsible for strategic separation assurance as
well as weather avoidance and arrival metering,9, 10 although for this study the focus is only on the separation
assurance function. The look-ahead time used to solve these problems is between 20 and 2 minutes before
the occurrence of any of these problems. This algorithm was originally developed in the ACES environment
taking full advantage of the zero-error trajectory prediction available, and many studies of the effectiveness
of this algorithm in the zero uncertainty environment have been performed.11 It has also been integrated
with and evaluated in other NAS simulations which have non-zero trajectory prediction errors.12–14
For strategic conflict detection and resolutions predicted trajectories are created for all aircraft periodically. These trajectories are created assuming the intent of the aircraft including the cruise speed, future
waypoints, and cruise altitude is known. These predicted trajectories are compared against each other
pointwise to identify future possible losses of separation.
The AAC Autoresolver uses an iterative approach to resolve all of these conflicts. The algorithm attempts to generate many different types of conflict-free resolutions for any conflict. The set of conflict-free
resolutions can include multiple horizontal, multiple vertical, and multiple speed resolutions. After the resolution trajectories have been generated, the successful resolution with the minimum delay is chosen for
implementation.
There are many different parameters of the Autoresolver that can be adjusted to deal with uncertainty
including a detection buffer, a resolution buffer, a look-ahead time for conflicts, and a look-ahead time for
resolutions. The detection buffer (Figure 2(a)) is defined as the added radius for the detection range above
the required separation radius. Likewise, the resolution buffer (Figure 2(b)) is the additional radius outside
the detection range, including the detection buffer, that a resolution attempt must be clear of in order
for it to be considered successful. This resolution buffer is designed to reduce the possibility of a conflict
reoccuring. If necessary, additional types of buffers could be added for detection and resolution to mitigate
climb or descent uncertainty similar to the work presented by Thipphavong.15
Increasing the detection buffer can lead to fewer missed conflicts and more separation between aircraft
but may result in more false alerts. Similarly, increasing the resolution buffer can result in fewer resolutions
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Figure 2. An illustration of the required separation standard as well as (a) the detection requirement including buffer
and (b) the resolution requirement including buffer.

that need to be redone because of trajectory errors, but a larger resolution buffer causes greater average delays.1 Another trajectory-error mitigation methodology is to limit the look-ahead time for conflict detection.
Limiting this time can reduce the number of false alerts. One focus of this study is to assess these trade-offs
in buffer sizes and conflict resolution look-ahead times.

III.

Trajectory Prediction and Perturbation

ACES is a powerful tool for understanding the effects of uncertainty on separation assurance because the
same trajectory generator is used to simulate the aircraft and to perform trajectory prediction for conflict
detection and resolution. This allows for the uncertainty to be varied smoothly from zero to any reasonable
value.
In ACES, each time a conflict detection and resolution cycle is initiated, an exact copy of the trajectory
generator used to model the simulated aircraft is made and used to create the trajectory prediction for that
aircraft. For the current study, two copies of the trajectory generator were created; one of them was perturbed
while the other was not. The unperturbed trajectory generator provided a base of perfect knowledge of how
the aircraft would maneuver, while the perturbed trajectory generator was used for conflict detection and
resolution.
For this study, the perturbation applied to the trajectory generator was an increase in the cruise speed
for the cruise portion of the trajectory. In the real system, the ground-speed uncertainty would primarily
be caused by wind prediction errors, so it would not be uniform for all aircraft. However, to facilitate
understanding and insight into the results of the study, the same speed perturbation was applied to all
trajectory generators in the system for this experiment, and no winds were simulated.
Figure 3 shows the details of an actual flown trajectory and the perturbation applied to a trajectory
generated for conflict detection. The cruise speed error of the aircraft in this figure was +5%, as shown in
Figure 3(a). The descent speed profile was not perturbed, but since the aircraft is cruising faster it reaches
the top-of-descent point sooner in the perturbed trajectory than on the flown trajectory (Figure 3(b)). Figure
3(c) shows that the lateral path flown by the aircraft is not affected by this speed perturbation, but the
along-track error is non-zero as demonstrated by the data in Figure 3(d). The perturbed trajectory reaches
any given latitude sooner than the actual aircraft.
For this study, a +10% error indicates that the conflict detection and conflict resolution trajectories were
generated with a cruise speed 10% faster than the actual aircraft was flying. A -10% error indicates that the
predicted trajectories where generated with a cruise speed 10% slower than the actual trajectory. As noted
before, all aircraft are perturbed by the same amount.

IV.

Experiment Setup

To study the effects of the conflict detection and conflict resolution buffer sizes for different levels of speed
uncertainty, the problem was decomposed into two related studies: a conflict detection study and a conflict
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Figure 3. An example of an actual trajectory and a predicted trajectory including a 5% speed perturbation. Shown
are (a) the speed, (b) the altitude, (c) the lateral path, and (d) the latitude as a function of time.

resolution study.
A.

Conflict Detection

The purpose of the conflict detection study was to determine the effectiveness of the conflict detection
algorithm as a function of the speed uncertainty and the conflict detection buffer. To accomplish this, ACES
was run without the Autoresolver, the conflict detection buffer was set to 0, 1, or 2 nautical miles, and the
cruise speed error was varied.
The major source of cruise speed uncertainty in the system is wind uncertainty. A study of wind forcast
errors showed that wind speed prediction errors can be up to 15 knots.16 This is a little less than 5% of a
nominal aircraft cruise speed. The aircraft speed errors were set to -10, -5, 0, 5, or 10 percent of the cruise
speed in this study to explore nominal and extreme trajectory speed error scenarios.
A flight data set with three hours of traffic at current demand levels based on recorded data was simulated
for the entire NAS. The conflict detection function was run for all traffic across the entire airspace once every
minute in the simulation, and each time both the perturbed and unperturbed trajectory predictions were
used for conflict detection. The unperturbed trajectories allowed for completely accurate knowledge of the
existence and geometric and temporal properties of a conflict. The perturbed trajectories simulated how a
trajectory prediction system with that level of speed error would function, and the results of the conflict
detection using the perturbed trajectory were compared to the accurate conflict detection.
The schematics in Figure 4 show how the two trajectories created for each aircraft in a conflict detection
cycle were used. Note that, while this study is interested in the effects of speed errors, these figures represent
horizontal errors for ease of representation. Figure 4(a) shows how a missed alert is defined for this study.
In this schematic the perturbed and unperturbed trajectories are shown for both aircraft. Conflict detection
performed on the unperturbed trajectories finds that the aircraft are currently in conflict, but the perturbed
trajectories do not capture this conflict, resulting in a missed alert. Figure 4(b) shows a corresponding false
alert, where the perturbed trajectories indicate a conflict, but the actual trajectories do not cause a loss of
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Figure 4. A schematic show how trajectory prediction errors can lead to (a) missed alerts and (b) false alerts.

B.

Conflict Resolution

The conflict resolution study helps to determine the required size of the conflict resolution buffer. For this
study, the AAC Autoresolver was active and resolving conflicts with a look-ahead time of 8 minutes for
primary conflicts. All proposed resolutions were required to be clear of conflicts for at least 12 minutes.
These two parameters are related to the uncertainty of the trajectory prediction, but for this study they
were held fixed. The conflict detection buffer was fixed at 1 nmi. The conflict resolution buffer was varied
to be either 0, 1, or 2 nmi. The same flight demand set was used for both the conflict detection study and
the conflict resolution study, and the speed error was also varied to be -10, -5, 0, 5, or 10 percent. The 15
ACES runs provided data about how the conflict resolution buffer affects the efficiency of the system under
varying trajectory speed errors.

V.

Results

The two different studies were performed to provide a parametric understanding of the effects of the
trajectory uncertainty mitigation buffers on both conflict detection and conflict resolution performance. The
results of these two studies are presented in the next two sections.
A.

Conflict Detection

As described in Section IV, conflict detection was performed for 15 different combinations of speed error and
conflict detection buffer size. The actual properties of conflicts were recorded using unperturbed trajectories.
The perturbed trajectories are used to identify predicted conflicts, and the differences between these two
conflict detection lists provides the accuracy of the conflict prediction under the given trajectory speed error.
Figure 5 shows the conflict detection accuracy in terms of the percentage of conflicts that were not
detected using the perturbed trajectories. Results for the three different conflict detection buffer sizes are
presented as a function of time to first loss of separation for speed errors of -5 (Figure 5(a)) and -10 percent
(Figure 5(b)). For both cases the number of missed detections decreases with increasing buffer size and
shorter time to loss of separation. The percentage of alerts missed with -10% speed errors is greater than
the percentage of missed alerts with the smaller speed error. Interestingly, for buffer sizes up to 2 nmi
there are still some missed alerts even as close as two minutes to loss of separation. This suggests that with
speed uncertainty present, a spacial buffer alone may not be sufficient to guarantee that all conflicts will be
identified with sufficient time to resolve them.
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Figure 5. The percentage of conflicts which are not predicted for different conflict detection buffers as functions of
time to first loss for (a) a -5% speed error and (b) a -10% speed error.

Similar data is presented in Figure 6, but instead of holding the speed error constant the detection buffer
is held constant. Figure 6(a) shows how the missed conflicts vary under all the studies speed errors for no
conflict detection buffer, while Figure 6(b) shows these data for a 2 nmi buffer. As expected, there are fewer
missed alerts for larger buffer sizes and for lower values of speed error. At +10% speed error the percentage
of missed conflicts does not drop to 0 as the time to first loss decreases. This is a result of failures of the
trajectory generator to create a trajectory. The +10% speed increase placed the cruise speed outside the
performance envelope of the aircraft. When this occurs, the trajectory generator is not able to create a
trajectory which meets all of the constraints and returns a failure instead.
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Figure 6. The percentage of conflicts which are not predicted for different speed errors as functions of the time to first
loss for (a) no detection buffer and (b) a 2 nmi detection buffer.

Similar to the missed conflicts, the number of false alerts can be calculated at each conflict detection
iteration by matching the true conflicts with the predicted conflicts. Figure 7 shows the percentage of false
alerts for the different detection buffer sizes as functions of time to first loss of separation. In Figure 7(a)
the speed error is held constant at -5%. The percentage of false alerts increases with increasing buffer size.
Unlike missed alerts, false alerts do not converge to zero when approaching the time of first loss except for
the zero buffer case because this is a geometric property of the detection buffer area. The percentage of false
alerts increases slowly as a function of time to first loss for -5% speed error, but for -10% error (Figure 7(b))
the percentage of false alerts is a stronger function of the time to first loss.
The percentage of false alerts observed while holding the detection buffer constant is presented in Figure
8. For no buffer (Figure 8(a)), the percentage of false alerts is a strong function of both the time to first loss
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Figure 7. The percentage of incorrect conflict alerts for different buffer sizes as functions of the time to first loss for
(a) -5% speed error and (b) -10% speed error.

and the speed error. The data are symmetric between positive and negative speed perturbations. Figure
8(b) indicates that the total percentage of false alerts is at a relatively high value of approximately 30%, but
that this is not a strong function of the time to first loss or the speed error.
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Figure 8. The percentage of incorrect conflict predictions for different speed errors as functions of the time to first loss
for (a) no conflict detection buffer and (b) a 2 nmi detection buffer.

As shown by the previous results, increasing the detection buffer results in fewer missed alerts, but there
are also many more false alerts for larger detection buffers. To better explain these trade-offs, the missed and
false alert percentages are shown on the same plot in Figure 9 as functions of the conflict detection buffer.
For two to four minutes before loss (Figure 9(a)) the false alerts are a strong function of the detection buffer
size, but the missed alerts are not. Both the false and missed alerts are largely insensitive to the speed error.
For eight to ten minutes before loss of separation (Figure 9(b)) though, the missed and false alerts are both
strong functions of both the speed error and the detection buffer size. For a buffer size of 2 nmi there is
approximately the same percentage of false alerts as for two to four minutes before loss, but there are many
more missed alerts.
B.

Conflict Resolution

For the conflict resolution study the conflict detection buffer was held constant at 1 nmi. The only data
provided to the Autoresolver were the perturbed trajectory predictions. The simulated aircraft would fly the
maneuvers provided by the Autoresolver based on the unperturbed data. The main independent variable in
this study was the conflict resolution buffer size.
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Figure 9. The missed and false alert percentages for different speed errors as functions of the conflict detection buffer
size for all conflicts (a) two to four minutes from loss of separation and (b) eight to ten minutes before loss of separation.

Figure 10(a) shows the total number of resolutions performed by the Autoresolver for different speed
errors as functions of the resolution buffer size. The total number of resolutions increases significantly with
the trajectory prediction error and is symmetric between positive and negative errors. For all error levels,
the total number of resolved conflicts decreases as a function of the resolution buffer size indicating that
the resolution buffer performed its intended function of reducing the number of conflicts which need to be
resolved twice.
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Figure 10. (a) The total number of resolutions and (b) the average number of resolutions per aircraft pair for different
speed errors as functions of the conflict resolution buffer size.

The average number of resolutions for and given pair of aircraft experiencing a conflict is shown in Figure
10(b). This average number of resolutions is a fairly strong function of the resolution buffer size further
indicating that the resolution buffer helped to prevent aircraft in conflict from becoming in conflict again
due to trajectory speed errors.
The average delay per resolution and the total delay are shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b) respectively.
The average delay is a fairly strong function of the resolution buffer size because larger buffers require
more delays. The total delay is not as dependent on the resolution buffer size because a larger resolution
buffer offsets the increase in average delay by reducing the likelihood of having to recompute the resolution.
Interestingly the delay was not symmetric between positive and negative speed errors. Positive speed errors
tended to result in much higher average and total delay.
Further study of the geometric properties of these conflicts revealed that this was due to the angle of
incidence of the conflict, where the angle of incidence of a head-on collision is 180◦ and the angle of incidence
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Figure 11. (a) The average delay and (b) the total delay for different speed errors as functions of the conflict resolution
buffer size.

of an in-trail conflict is 0◦ . Figure 12(a) shows that for conflicts with an angle less than 90◦ there are
large differences between the average delays with positive errors and the average delays with negative errors.
Figure 12(b) shows these differences are not present for conflicts with an angle of incidence greater than 90◦ .
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Figure 12. The total delay for all conflicts with an angle of incidence (a) less than or equal to 90◦ and (b) greater than
90◦ for different speed errors.

Finally, the actual flown tracks were analyzed for losses of separation. Figure 13 shows the total number
of losses of separation for the different speed errors. As was expected, this number was independent of the
conflict resolution buffer. The no error case had losses of separation because of aircraft entering the simulation
in conflict at either an international boundary or through an airport boundary. Figure 13 illustrates that the
number of losses of separation increased with the magnitude of the speed error. This may be caused by the
uncertainty in the time of top of descent caused by the speed errors. The relatively larger number of losses
of separation in the +10% case are due to the number of out-of-envelope trajectory-generation errors. These
results indicate that either a larger conflict detection buffer or another method of mitigating the trajectory
prediction errors, possibly including vertical buffers for climbing and descending aircraft, may be required.

VI.

Conclusions

This paper presented the results of a parametric study designed to determine the effects of aircraft speed
errors on a separation assurance algorithm. The study was performed using a non-real time simulation
environment which allowed for accurate knowledge of how the trajectories would be flown without any speed
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Figure 13. The total number of losses of separation for different speed errors.

errors. This accurate knowledge of the unperturbed trajectory allowed for a clear definition of both missed
and false alerts.
The effects of speed errors on conflict detection accuracy were shown in relation to the additional buffer
used for conflict detection above the required horizontal separation. For a speed error of -10% of the actual
cruise speed, the percentage of missed alerts at ten minutes before loss of separation was reduced from about
25% to about 12% by adding a 2 nmi detection buffer. However, the same buffer increased the false alerts
from about 20% to about 40%, illustrating the expected trade-offs between false and missed alerts with
respect to the conflict detection buffer.
Greater speed errors tended to increase the number of resolutions required to maintain separation of
aircraft, and they increased the system-wide delay. Interestingly, positive speed errors increased the system
delay significantly more than negative speed errors even though the magnitude of the error was the same.
This seemed to be caused by an increase in the resolution delay required for in-trail type conflicts at higher
cruising speeds. Increasing the resolution buffer size decreased the total number of resolutions, but it also
increased the average delay per resolution.
Future work will expand this parametric study of trajectory prediction uncertainty from only focusing on
speed errors to incorporating other types of error such as aircraft weight errors, top-of-descent point errors,
descent profile errors, and maneuver implementation delays. Also, the efficacy of additional trajectory
uncertainty mitigation steps will be studied.
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